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1. Introduction

Among the non-metallic impurities in sodium, carbon plays an

important role since at high temperatures the structural materials

exposed to sodium are subject to carburisation and decarburisation

depending on the carbon activity of the sodium. Carburisation of

austenitic stainless steels leads to reduction in ductility and

fatigue properties whereas decarburisation results in a decrease

in the high temperature creep strength. A knowledge of the carbon

activities in sodium will help understanding of the carbon transfer

phenomena in operating sodium systems of the fast reactors, and

also carbon diffusion, microstructural stability and mechanical

behaviour of materials under different service conditions. An

understanding of the carbon behaviour in sodium becomes difficult

in view of the complexities of the different species present as

elemental carbon, carbide, acetylide, carbonate, and cyanide.

Carbon estimation techniques for sodium presently in use may be

divided into,

- chemical analytical methods

- on-line carbon monitors

- foil equilibration method

Various chemical methods have been developed for the estimation

of different species like acetylide, cyanide, carbonate, elemental

carbon, and total carbon in sodium. All these methods are time

consuming and subject to various errors. The on-line monitors

developed- for carbon in sodium are able to give contineous indication

of carbon activities and have higher sensitivity than the chemical

methods. A still more simple method for the determination of carbon

activities is by the foil equilibration first published by NATESAN

et al, (l). Because of its simplicity like the vanadium wire equi-

libration for oxygen (2) it is being used widely for the estimation

of carbon activities in sodium systems. Carbon concentrations in

operating sodium systems estimated by this procedure by applying

solubility relation to carbon activities have yielded very low values

of carbon, lower than the sensitivity limits of the chemical estimation

methods. Foil equilibration has been used to determine the carbon

potential in sodium systems in order to explain carburisation and

decarburisation of steels in high temperature sodium systems of

fast breeder reactors (3).

2. Theoretical

When thin metal tabs of iron base alloys are exposed to sodium

containing carbon, carbon diffuses between the sodium and the tab

material until at equilibrium the chemical potentials of the carbon

in the tab and in the sodium become equal.
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P = chemical potential of carbon on the chosen

standard state §!
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in sodium and tab respectively
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Thus the carbon activity of sodium can be estimated by determing

the carbon activity of the equilibrated tab material.

Graphite, for which u is zero in the obove equations (1) and (2)

is chosen as a standard state for carbon in both the sodium and the

tab material. The carbon activity versus concentration relationships

at different temperatures for the tab materials based on graphite

standard state has been determined at Argonne National Laboratory,

from equilibration experiments with CH, - H gas mixtures (1,2) (see

Fig. 1). Assuming HENRY's law to be valid and from the knowledge of

carbon solubility relation for sodium'(4), it is possible to derive

a carbon activity versus carbon concentration relationship for sodium

(5) (see Fig. 2). Hence the experimental part involves accurate

determination of carbon concentration in the equilibrated tab

material from which carbon activity of the tab and sodium, and

concentration of carbon in sodium can be calculated. A combination

of the above two relations is representedin Fig. 3 as carbon con-

centration of tab material versus carbon concentration in sodium.

The equilibration time depends upon the temperature and thickness

of the tabs: and the type of tab material applied. Following tab ma-

terials have been used in different, laboratories for equilibration

measurements of carbon (1, 3, 5 - 7):

Fe, Ni, Fe- 8 wtZ Ni, Fe- 16 wt% Ni, Fe- 18 wt%Cr- 8 wt% Ni,

Fe- 12 wt% Mn

Equilibrations are generally carried out at 600 to 800 C. Thickness

of tabs used are usually between 50 and 250 vim. The equilibration

time ranges from 3 to 7 days for 125 vm thick Fe- 12 wt% Mn and

Fe- 18 wt% Cr- 8 wt% Ni tabs respectively. The Fe- 18 wt% Cr- 8 wt% Ni

tabs have the advantage of attaining more accurate results due to

the high value of the distribution coefficient for carbon between

tab and sodium. Their composition is similar to the composition of

the structural materials of the sodium loops. Due to this fact the

mass transfer caused by the dissimilar materials effect should be

negligible. On the other hand, they require longer equilibration

time especially at very low carbon activities in sodium.
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3. Experimental

The equilibration studies conducted with Fe- 18 wt% Cr- 8 wt% Ni type

of tabs (AISI 304) are reported here. Tabs of this type of stain-

less steel with thickness ranging from 25 to 100 um were equilibrated

in sodium at temperature between 600 and 700 °C for 400 hours in the

high temperature sodium loop (HTP). Details of the sodium loop are

reported elsewhere (8). Sodium flow through the test chambers was

2.7m /hr. The cold trap temperature was maintained at 150 °C. The

chemical composition of the various tab materials tested are given

in Table 1. Prior to sodium exposure the tabs of 10 x 50 mm were

cleaned with acetone, annealed at 1050 C for 5 minutes under vacuum

in a quartz ampoule and quenched by dipping in water. The foils were

then electropolished for 5 to 10 seconds at 55 °C with a current

dentsity of 30 A/dm . The electrolyte was a mixture of concentrated

H3PO4> H SO., and H20 in the ration 6:2:2.

The foils were then fitted in the two sample holders, which were

inserted into the two test chambers. Equilibration was carried out

at 600 °C (test chamber 1) and at 700 °C (test chamber II). After

equilibration the sodium was drained and the tabs were cleaned free

of sodium with alcohol and distilled water and dried. The carbon

content of the tabs was determined by high temperature combustion

and coulometry by an apparatus COULOMAT 7000 delivered by Strohlein

& Co, Dusseldorf. Carbon concentrations of the equilibrated tabs

are presented in the Table 2. Mean carbon activities and the carbon

cpntp-nt of. sodium calculated from the amalytical results are presented

in Table 3.

We gratefully acknowledge the chemical-analytical contributions

of Dr. Helga Schneider to this work



The foil equilibration method is now applied in the test sections

with maximum temperature (550 C) of the sodium loop for creep studies

in flowing sodium. Foils of only 25 ym thickness are used. In the

equilibrated tabs carbon concentrations of 250 - 510 ppm have been

measured. The corresponding carbon activities are in the range of
-3 -3

a *v> 3 • 10 -5 • 10 indicating carbon concentrations in the sodium
c

of 0.05 - 0.1 ppm.

4. Discussion

Carbon concentrations of AISI 304 tabs equilibrated at 700 C for

400 hours at the cold trap temperature 150 C range from 50 to 180

ppm. These values may be compared to the carbon potentials (carbon

content of 76.2 urn thick AISI 304 tabs exposed for 120 hrs. at 704 °C)

reported by SHIELS et al. (3) for typical sodium loops made of auste-

nitic steels. The carbon potentials measured for these loops are

in the range of 25 to 75 ppm for cold trap temperatures ranging from

110 to 230 °C. The discrepancy may be due to the longer time required

for the 304 tabs to attain equilibrium. The carbon activities calcu-

lated from these measurements are in agreement with earlier results

in the KfK (5) and at Mol (7). As observed by CASTEELS (7) the carbon

activitiy increases with decreasing temperature in the loop for the

same cold trap temperature. Hence the carbon concentrations in sodium

calculated from the activities at 600 and 700 C are also slightly

different. It is difficult to explain this slight variation in the

values of the concentrations due to insufficient information about the

behaviour of different carbon species in sodium with changes in the

temperature. The concentrations of carbon in sodium determined with

this method are very much higher than the solubility of carbon at

150 °C calculated from the relation of LONGSON and THORLEY (4).

The values are much lower compared to the carbon content estimated

by the chemical method which range from 1 to 2 ppm. The apparent

discrepancy will remained unexplained till a detailed study is made

about the different complex species of carbon in sodium and their

influence on the carbon activity. On the other hand, the problematic

of sampling sodium to analyze it by chemical analysis may cause

some contamination. Because of the above discrepancy in the carbon

content determined by tab equilibration and the analytical methods,

more reliance is now placed on the carbon potential and the carbon

activity of sodium. These parameters have been found to be more

specific in explaining the carburisation and decarburisation of

structural materials in sodium. V'/
M

It is the thermodynamic activity of carbon in sodium rather than

the concentration that influences carbon transfer phenomena in the

structural materials. The tab equilibration method provides a simple

way to determine this parameter, and it is simple and less expensive

compared to the chemical estimation and the carbon monitors. The tab

equilibration is necessary to calibrate the carbon monitors. The

results of the foil equilibration compare well with the vanadium wire

equilibration for oxygen in sodium and is being used extensively in

sodium loops and reactor systems (9) in order to study the carbon

transfer phenomena which influence the mechanical properties of the

structural materials exposed to sodium.

This study has demonstrated that the foil equilibration method gives

results which agree with the thermodynamics, if the foil equilibration

is performed in the hot leg of the loop. To apply the method in newly

designed sodium loops for measurements of the sodium influence upon

the mechanical properties of structural materials, a removable ex-

posure device was constructed and fitted to the hot leg (10) and can

be used for both, the vanadium wire and the Fe- 18 wt% Cr- 8 wt% Ni foil

exposure.
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Table 1: Chemical Composition of Tab Materials Table 3: Carbon Activity and Carbon Concentration in Sodium 141

Tab

GF3O4

WARD

HEDL

0

0

0

c

.058

.034

.028

0

0

S

-

.010

.005

P

-

0.

0.

017

005

Composition
N Cr

0.04 18.3

0.09 19.5

17.7

(wt%)
Hi

8.5

9.45

7.9

Mn

-

1.80

0.05

Si

-

0.53

0.3

Cold Trap
Temperature

(°C)

150

150

Equilibration
Temperature

(°C)

600

700

Carbon Activity
in Sodium

(2.81 - 1.0) 10~3

(1.18 - 0.6) 10~3

Carbon Concentration
in Sodium

(ppm)

0.025 - 0.010

0.048 - 0.024

Table 2: Carbon Concentrations in the Equilibrated Tabs and Carbon

.Tab No.

1

2

3

4

5

&

7

8

Activities

Material

GF 304

GF 304

HEDL

WARD

GF 304

GF 304

HEDL

WARD

Thickness

(pm)

25

50

75

80

50

100

75

80

Tempera-

ture (°C)

600

600

600

600

700

700

700

700

Carbon

Content VI

0.021
0.034

0.026
0.026

0.033

0.020
0.019

0.01

0.018
0.018

0.016
0.015

0.005

Carbon

) Activity

2.3 10~3

3.8 10~J

2.85 10~3

3.& 10~3

2.2 10~3

2.1 10

0.95 10~3

1.7 10~3

1.5 10~3

1.4 10~J

0.49 10~3

10

10 J

to1

NATESAN and KASSNER
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Pig. 1: Carbon activity as a function of carbon concentration
in 18-8 Cr-Ni steel
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Pig. 2s Carbon concentration in sodium as a function i*f carbon
activity
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0-1 .

0-001

Pig. 3: Carbon concentration in steel as a function of carbon
concentration in sodium


